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DETAILSGARRISON
DESIGN LLC

PROJECT
DESCRIPTION:

Capture photography of back-ups and surge product lines in real-world scenarios. 
This photography will demonstrate the products in their natural operational environment in Home 
and Small Office/Business environments. To include hero photographs of a variety of Back-UPS and 
Surge product in operation as well as home and home office environment application photos. 

EXAMPLE IMAGES:
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PRICINGGARRISON
DESIGN LLC

PRICING DETAILS:
ITEM                  DESCRIPTION                                 RATE         # of DAYS     # of HOURS          TOTAL

TOTAL

Photography

1st Assistant

2nd Assistant

Props & Materials

Post Production

Full day rate.  Inclusive of all equiptment.

Full day rate.  Photographer’s assistant.

Full day rate.  Assisting and product styling.

As required for shoot.

Retouch and prepare images per client 
specifications.

$2300.00/Day

$350.00/Day

$350.00/Day

$1000.00

$95.00/Hour

5

5

5

30

$11500.00

$1750.00

$1750.00

$1000.00

$2850.00

$18850.00

OPTION ONE
PROJECT
SCHEDULE:

•20 products.
•Shot 3 times annually.
•Business and home settings.  

•Unlimited usage included.
•Images prepared to client specifications.
•Total 40 propped and styled images.
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ABOUTGARRISON
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PRICING DETAILS:
ITEM                  DESCRIPTION                                 RATE         # of DAYS     # of HOURS          TOTAL

TOTAL

Photography

1st Assistant

2nd Assistant

Props & Materials

Post Production

Full day rate.  Inclusive of all equiptment.

Full day rate.  Photographer’s assistant.

Full day rate.  Assisting and product styling.

As required for shoot.

Retouch and prepare images per client 
specifications.

$2300.00/Day

$350.00/Day

$350.00/Day

$1000.00

$95.00/Hour

7

7

7

45

$16100.00

$2450.00

$2450.00

$1000.00

$4275.00

$26275.00

OPTION TWO
PROJECT
SCHEDULE:

•30 products.
•Shot 2 times annually.
•Business and home settings.  

•Unlimited usage included.
•Images prepared to client specifications.
•Total 60 propped and styled images.
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ABOUTGARRISON
DESIGN LLC

THANKS!
ABOUT CHRIS:
Balance is the most important aspect of my work.  Whether in the mystery of the abstract or the frankness and drama 
of portrait and nature photography, I am always in search of the frame that captures the moment at its most telling 
and expressive instant.

Sometimes it's the subject's interaction with the camera or surroundings; at other times it is knowing when the "oppor-
tune moment" arises. Either way, I look for that split second and try to present it as a harmonious whole.  The photo-
graph represents an idea I want to communicate as well as sparking the viewer's own creative conclusion.  I begin the 
story and then the viewer finishes it.

I have been lucky enough to work with some very talented people–both famous and unknown–and without their 
insights and creative collaborations, none of my images would have been realized in such balance.


